
A theological review of the film (released 3.31.99) "The Matrix" 

including reflections from our church filmgroup last evening 
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1 	While one can see/hear a movie with one's inner life idling, to experience a 
movie one must see/hear both into & through it. (Yes, one can read the Bible 
without experiencing it & its ultimate Author.) Here are three impedances  to this 
experiencing (as emerged last evening): (1) "I'd didn't like it. I don't go for 
science fiction." The first comment of the evening, this prejudice faded as the 
evening progressed. (2) "Far too much violence." A parent of college students 
said they're so used to media violence that it doesn't impede their experiencing 
as much as it does those in the parental & grandparental generations. (3) "That 
black cat crossing the doorway twice--what was that all about?" Here the imped-
ance was ignorance--cured when a younger person said, "That signaled that the 
computer was about to crash, so everyone had to get out of the VR (virtual-real-
ity)area ASAP(as soon as possible)." 

Intergenerational-interoccupational discussion of films can correct prejudice, 
miseducation, & ignorance. Only about a year after release, a great or near-
great film can be rented for a few dollars & seen at leisure by individual members 
or clusters of members of a filmgroup. It is, I believe, a primary mode of adult 
Christian education. Group members come to see into not only the film but each 
other & the world & the gospel. 

2 	The film's a mythological mishmash that would've delighted Jos.Campbell. 
While the implicit/explicit symbolism is predominantly biblical, the pagan Greek 
pantheon gives us "Morpheus,"  our hero Neo's mentor throughout the story. In 
order to bring out the noun (4opcpr) morphe) within the name, I translate the 
name "God of dream-forms," the mythic forms floating throughout the script & 
yanking the viewer from one perception of reality/illusion to the reverse. The 
protagonist Neo (Gk. for a young-youthful-"new" [Gk.-Lat.-Eng.] man) is a 
cyberpunk who gets sucked into his monitor (with explict reference to Lewis 
Carroll's Alice descending into the rabbit hole, & vaguely suggested allusion to 
Kansan Dorothy's ascending in "The Wizard of Oz" up a twister). He's a soft-
ware programmer by day & a hacker by night, a case of obsessive total absorp-
tion of man into machine (let's call it technopsychopathy, man sickened by his 
machines [cp. Isaiah's mocking of the idolmaker worshiping his own product Z 
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[44.9-20]). 	My old bromide: What gets your attention gets you, & what holds 	tittct ti 0 
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your attention is your god. 	 g' 0 

	

Neo(Anderson)'s terminal persuades him he's to have a messianic-salvific 	(t) (1) 
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role, delivering humanity from "the Matrix" (runaway computers controlling 	0 

humanity, on the model of computer mind-of-his-own "Hal" in the film bearing 
the name of our current year, "2001"). Our film's first words are spoken by 
a functionary of the Matrix: "Is everything in place 7   kill him...." 

3 	NOTE on Matrix:  A language move from Gk. to Lat., itself a degenerate 	c 
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move according to Hellenists. 	The suffix "-ix" (fem.; masc., "-er") is active- 	mt- 

causative. 	Here, what causes mother(hood) (Lat., "mater") is the womb  (Lat., 	— 
= 

"matrix"). One is not surprised to find in the film allusion to birth & new birth 	co 
c ("2001," you will remember, ends with a fetus-become-neonate.) 	 co 

4 	The biblical parabola  (creation, fall, redemption) is the film's determinative 
pattern. 	These are presented as matrices, the third not specifically so called 
(so I've called it so in this Thinksheet's title). 	No suggestion of feminist influ- 
ence in the wombs analogy, though possible; certainly no goddess, & certainly 
no Mother Earth / Father Sky: each womb has its own powers of generation & 
control. 

The first womb was pure benevolence, without any evil. The second womb 
is the reverse: sheer evil at war against the first womb (in the Zoroastrian mold, 
with intimations of the Revelation of John [properly, in the Gk. beginning, "Rev-
elation of Jesus Christ"]). Through sacrificial death & resurrection, the third 
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womb-world comes into being as an anakephalaiosis (as the Gk. theologians put 
it: a new heading up at a higher level). 

5 	Both falls--the biblical (Gn.3) & the film's--come about through hubris, 
humanity's boundary-violation in unbounded pursuit of knowledge (in the latter 
case, Al [artificial intelligence], computers able to think on their own & to inhabit 
their makers in a superFrankenstein fashion. ("The Matrix" pushes the 
Frankenstein envelop as F. had pushed that of "The Sorcerer's Apprentice.") 
The second womb is ruled by supercomputers in human form, & the result is a 
"scorched earth." On this, Morpheus says to Neo "What is real 7   Fate is not 
without a sense of irony....The Matrix is a computer-generated dream world" con-
trolling us. "As long as the Matrix exists, the human race will never be free." 
(The freedom/slavery dialectic interacts with (as one groupmember put it) 
"multiple exiles & returns.") Knowledge frees us only penultimately. 

6 	The film's not metaphysical in the Eastern-religions sense: illusion (San- 
scrit "maya") is not earth versus some beyond but is rather an unreal way of 
living in the world, this world. Five days ago I heard the Nobel Prize novelist 
Saul Bellow say "Those of us who had a [biblical] religious upbringing were 
taught that it's everyday life [and not the ideal or the afterlife] that's the illu-
sion." That's a moral, social-critical--not a metaphysical--comment; & a virtues-
values analysis of "The Matrix" would confirm this biblical-prophetic perspective. 

7 	In "2001," Luke had, as a guide to reverence for "The Force," an old man: 
in "The Matrix," Neo had a male guide (Morpheus) + a female oracle to whom M. 
takes N. for the further guidance M. cannot give N. The film's only touch of 
humor (in our group's opinion) is the fact that the oracle turns out to be a plain 
woman baking plain cookies in her kitchen, & N. eats one (a communion wafer, 
a member of our group suggested). Of the oracle, M. had said "She will help 
you find the right path." The oracle tells N. he's not "the [saving] One": 
"Being the One is just like being in love....You're waiting for something, maybe 
another world....You're going to have to make a choice" of your life or M's. N. 
must learn "the difference between knowing the path & walking the path." 

M. dies, & N. says M. "was ready to give his life. I believe I can bring 
him back." A groupmember commented on the occasional, never-obtrusive appea-
rance of the cross. A floater line almost certainly a reference to Jesus: "A man 
died, & I'm looking for him." (A despairing minor character says "Human beings 
are a cancer on the planet" & the Matrix is a virus.) 

Then N. dies sacrificially; & Trinity, his occasional female companion (who 
secretly had loved him, as he her: yes, a love story with the power to undo the 
Matrix), kisses him back to life (resurrection!) with the words "You can't be dead 
because I love you." When he returns to life, she says "He's the One." N.'s 
response: "I'm going to show them how it's going to begin...a world where 
everything is possible....This is how it begins. The world without boundaries. 
The choice is yours." (Get it? N. can't be the savior without [the] Trinity!) 

8 	Which brings us to the theme of personal responsibility. 	Alice in England 
& Dorothy in Kansas had to choose. Neo had to choose which pill to take. 
Morpheus said you'll "stay in wonderland" if you pop the red pill (red, color of 
blood sacrifice); if the blue, you will be free to "believe whatever you like." (N. 
asks the year, & M. says its not 1999 [the film-release year] but "closer to 2199." 

9 	The conflict of good/evil is grim: a groupmember commented that the film's 
ruling colors are gray & black; another, no humor; another, no joy (except in 
the final embrace of N. & Trinity, after which he flies off like Superman). Good-
through-love is finally victorious (though Roger Ebert said the ending should 
have been "revelation, not just victory"). The Net has 253 items on the film, 
which the NYT reviewer downplayed: a flick to thrill couch-potatoes, for "a gen-
eration bred on comics and computers"; "cyperescapism"; "life a la laptop." That 
reviewer looked at but failed to see into & through the movie, in which (e.g.) 
a trinity of evil Matrix-ers is overcome by [the] "Trinity." A groupmember ask-
ed us "Who have been the oracles in your life?" Basic issues of identity & life. 
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